Laminex®
Landscape Series
Inspired by our native landscape

Reflections of Australia

The quintessential Australian landscape is impossible to define. Our land instead reveals a rich tapestry of nature, each part telling a story of place – of home. The new Laminex® Landscape Series offers a collection of décors which reflect the vastness of the Australian palette, and pay tribute to our enduring connection to the land.
Inspired by the Australian landscape

Each décor within the series reflects our natural elements, from soft muted greens to unrefined woodgrains and earthy neutrals. The range draws inspiration from our lush rainforests, arid deserts and rocky coastlines, designed to bring life and spirit to a space.

Authenticity influences each detail within the series. The woodgrains are textural and tactile in nature; colours exhibit depth and truth.

Just like the Australian environment, our robust materials are remarkably resilient, supplying the durability, stability and style required to last.

The Landscape Series palette

The collection incorporates 17 distinctly Australian colours, spanning the length and breadth of the country. Muted greens sit perfectly alongside smoky neutrals, giving a strong sense of realism to our native woodgrains. Brilliant metallics deliver radiant sophistication and a hint of drama.
Introducing Smoked Birchply

The smoky, grey-green glow of our exquisite new tonal grain, Smoked Birchply, helps create a soft, mysterious vibe within a home or a commercial build. The restrained elegance of the ply woodgrain together with its moody hue perfectly enhances a nature inspired palette. Our Smoked Birchply laminate works as a stunning choice of material for vertical or horizontal application within a space.

Introducing Raw Birchply

Lending a naturally pale radiance to any space is our latest woodgrain laminate, Raw Birchply. The clean, unblemished surface of the laminate brings a strong sense of quality and refinement for both residential and commercial use. Its subtle graining and superior grade makes our Raw Birchply adaptable to a range of projects, delivering ambient warmth and a contemporary edge.
Trees bring a rugged beauty to our land, from the central Australian bush to the suburban backyard. Their rustic character suggests a life well lived - they are welcoming and tactile. These perfectly imperfect woodgrains are raw and unrefined, bringing life and warmth to any space. Together, they serve as the ideal foil for mid tones and neutral hues.

A new season carries with it a promise of tomorrow. This delicate, organic palette celebrates our connection to living things. With muted, grey-based undertones, the colour range is as subtle and substantial as a new season’s shoot. Elements of these hues work beautifully together, or selected individually as feature colours within a project.
Sun-beaten teakwood offers a stunning contrast to the invigorating freshness of the Aussie coast. The rough, weathered timber brings to mind deserted piers, their wood just as gnarly as the waves crashing behind. This energising palette lifts coastal residential projects and injects freshness into commercial spaces.

Inspired by the hushed softness of a pale, green-blue of Turquoise Bay, our Aquamarine is both calming and cooling. The delicate tone recalls late summer afternoons on the beach, the light easing as the sun journeys downwards and creamy white caps lap at the shore. Blissful Aquamarine creates an open invitation – entrancing and pure in both homes and retail spaces.
Raw Birchply and Surf

Australia’s beauty lies not just in our wild terrain, but also in our hardworking land. Soft, supple clouds beautifully balance out the raw nature of the rural sundrenched plains and farmland of the South Australian grain belt. The creamy Surf sings with the rough, golden pale of Raw Birchply, creating a radiant and textural contemporary palette.

Natural Walnut, Classic Oak and Fox Teakwood

Wondrous and ancient, the Australian outback has inspired generations of storytellers. Remote bushland is alive with the resonant hum of timeworn timber, the rich palette of indigenous trees rousing emotion in its people. This bushland colour story overlays warm tones with grainy, muted neutrals to provide strong character and a sense of place to both small and larger spaces.
Stormcloud and Lava Grey

Like an impending storm, the heavy clouds set against the striking grey skyline of the wild Pacific Ocean, infusing a quiet elegance and a sense of theatre to this colour pairing. The rich Lava Grey delivers a velvety softness to the dense, blue-black base of Stormcloud. Despite their brooding nature, this palette achieves a tranquil mood, bringing a sense of calm and composure to a project.

Winter Sky, Lava Grey and Natural Walnut

At the southernmost tip of Australia’s mainland, a stunning contrast of colours washes over the ocean. Heavy clouds cast a dim shadow across the misty grey-blue atmosphere, rinsing the light away. Rocks, silt, sand and driftwood swirl through the shallow waters, revealing rich browns and greys. Here, Winter Sky and Lava Grey provide a noble colour base, with Natural Walnut the beautifully elevating support act.
Die-hard winter surfers relish the wild, dark beauty of Australia’s coastal waters where the landscape is restless and raw. Grey-brown tones swirl through the sand and glimpses of dense green foliage emerge from the rugged shoreline. Together, Spinifex, Possum and Winter Sky bring a shaded, verdant beauty to an interior story.

Deep within Tasmania’s dense fern forests, a sensory abundance awaits. White waters crash onto rocks from steep river gorges, surrounded by thick layers of cool climate foliage. Our southernmost state’s secluded waterfalls bring to mind a palette of contrasts, in which the muted allure of Possum is exquisitely offset by the fresh, clean refinement of Seed and Surf.
As dark descends on our sky, an enchanting grey brings a pensive, mysterious tone to our forests. Rich timbers develop a warm, buttery glow as the sun casts its long final shadows across the sky. The flat, blue-black base of Stormcloud serves to highlight the richness and textural detail of Classic Oak, a bewitching combination for any canvas.

A thick mist of cloud rolls over the dark, rugged volcanic peaks of the Sunshine Coast hinterland, bathing the steep rise in a dense haze. Pure and timeless, this beautiful palette uses the moody grey green Winter Sky to bring sharp relief from the bright creaminess of Surf.
Visit Us
To order samples and see full technical and range information, please visit laminex.com.au

Call Us
For trade enquiries call 132 136
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facebook.com/Laminexau
au.pinterest/Laminexau
instagram.com/Laminexau
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Laminex® surfaces are manufactured, marketed and distributed by Laminex Group Pty Limited ABN 98 004 093 092, trading as Laminex. In some cases, Laminex uses computer generated imagery (CGI) to provide graphical representations of our products where actual photos are not available. The colours and finishes of the products featured within all Laminex imagery are as close to the Laminex range as CGI, photographic lighting and our printing processes allow. Different camera angles, although not designed to be misleading, can sometimes distort actual size and distances.
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